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sky’s theory of financial instability. Their theoretical frameworks are rad-

ically different from Minsky’s in several aspects. Important Minskian

elements, the role of margins of safety as a basis of financial decisions and
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in the critics’ frameworks. We maintain that the thrust of the paradox-
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1 Introduction

The paradox of debt refers to the phenomenon in which individual firms’ at-

tempt to reduce their indebtedness by cutting investment spending can lead

to increasing indebtedness as the consequent reduction in aggregate demand

and profits makes firms rely more on debt finance. During an expansion phase,

the same mechanism works in the opposite direction: debt-capital ratios fall as

investment increases because investment boosts aggregate demand and profits.1

The paradox-of-debt argument has been often used to criticize Minsky’s

financial instability hypothesis. Minsky’s hypothesis suggests that firms’ in-

debtedness (leverage) increases during expansions, but the paradox of debt, the

critics argues, shows that debt-ratios tend to decrease (increase) during expan-

sions (contractions). The purpose of this paper is to evaluate such an argument

and to present an alternative perspective. In so doing, we examine key assump-

tions and the mechanisms behind the paradox of debt in a formal framework

and contrast them with Minsky’s perspective.

The notion of the paradox of debt and its implications for Minsky’s theory

have been discussed in several studies including Lavoie (1995), Lavoie and Secca-

reccia (2001), Hein (2006, 2007), Toporowski (2008), and Bellofiore et al. (2010).

It should be pointed out at the outset that the scope of each of these studies

is not limited to the paradox of debt and its implications for financial instabil-

ity hypothesis. Lavoie (1995) and Hein (2006, 2007), for instance, examine the

effect of interest rates and debt on growth and distribution in post-Keynesian

models and its implications for post-Keynesian monetary theories. Toporowski

(2008) studies the evolution of Minsky’s ideas by focusing on the recently pub-

lished PhD thesis of Minsky. Bellofiore et al. (2010) tries to provide a broad

perspective on the current stage of capitalism from a Minskian perspective as

well as their new interpretation of Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis. In

spite of the differences in the scopes and emphases, the basic logic of the para-

dox of debt has been an important element in shaping the critics’ perspective

on Minsky’s theory of financial instability.2

1The phenomenon of the paradox of debt is often attributed to Steindl (1952). Steindl

saw such a phenomenon as a result of ‘the instability due to inelastic outside saving.’ Steindl

himself considered his analysis of this phenomenon merely as a straightforward extension of

Kalecki’s analysis of the role of pure rentier saving in accumulation process. See Kalecki

(1991[1943], p.168).
2Based on the logic of the paradox of debt, Lavoie and Seccareccia (2001, p.85) argue,

“Minsky’s procyclical leverage ratios are also a crucial aspect of his financial fragility hypoth-

esis because, without them, one may argue, there is little left of it beyond the obvious fact

that a string of good years may lead bankers and entrepreneurs to behavior less prudently...
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Our main conclusion is that the logic behind the paradox of debt is markedly

different from Minsky’s perspective in several aspects. First, the paradox of debt

is based on a framework where endogenous monetary expansions have a negative

effect on demand and growth, leading to a downward spiral of economic activ-

ities, whereas Minsky’s theory suggests that endogenous monetary expansions

stimulate economic activity due to their interaction with asset prices, creat-

ing upward instability. Second, the paradox of debt assumes that lending and

borrowing decisions are made without any reference to margins of safety. This

aspect represents a significant departure from Minsky’s view of financial behav-

ior. Third, the paradox of debt rests on the assumption of financial behavior

which may apply to firms’ short-term debt financing for given retention and eq-

uity financing policies, whereas Minsky’s view of endogenous financial practices

is better understood from a long wave perspective.

This paper suggests that the Minskian perspective can be formalized and

provides a model of Minskian long waves. Endogenous changes in firm’s debt

structure and household portfolios are key elements of the model and their

interaction produces long waves.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple Kaleckian

macro model to illustrate the paradox of debt and considers some variants in

the literature. Section 3 discusses the main assumptions and mechanism of the

paradox of debt argument in relation to Minsky’s theory of financial instabil-

ity. Section 4 presents an alternative model that highlights Minsky’s financial

instability hypothesis as an explanation of long waves. Section 5 offers some

concluding remarks.

2 The paradox of debt in a formal framework

2.1 Basic framework

To illustrate the paradox of debt, we use a simple Kaleckian model with no

government and foreign sector.3 As in most Kaleckian models, we assume that

Minsky nowhere specifies the dynamic endogenous processes that would make the macroeco-

nomic financial environment more fragile when the economy is expanding overall.” Bellofiore

et al. (2010, p.91) suggest, “Minsky maintains that ‘the leverage ratio’ ... increases as the

economy grows. Yet, there is no compelling reason why an increase in leverage should neces-

sarily materialize. During the growth phase, total money profits made by all units increase

together with debt. While units taken individually do borrow, the debt ratio for the whole

economic system may not change.”
3Dutt’s reformulation (Dutt, 1995) of Steindl’s model has similarities to the model in

this section, but our model explicitly includes the effect of stock wealth on consumption and
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labor supply is infinitely elastic and does not constrain accumulation. In addi-

tion, we assume a fixed coefficient Leontief technology. Only one kind of goods

is produced and used as both consumption and investment goods. Investment is

assumed to depend positively on the utilization rate, Tobin’s q, and negatively

on the debt ratio.

I

K
= γ0 + γuu− γmm+ γqq (1)

where I, K, u, m and q are real investment, real capital stock, a measure of the

degree of capacity utilization (u = Y
K ), the debt-capital ratio (m = M

pK ), and

Tobin’s q (q = vN+M
pK ), respectively. Y , M , N , p and v are real output, the

level of firm debt, the number of shares, the price of real output and the price

of shares. γ0, γu, γm and γq are positive constants.4 The negative impact of

m on accumulation is important for the paradox-of-debt argument and we will

return to its significance in section 3.

As in most Kaleckian models, pricing is based on the (constant) mark-up

principle. In addition, we assume that there is no overhead cost and nominal

wages are constant. These assumptions implies a constant profit share π and

no inflation.

The real interest rate, r, is set by the banking system5 which extends loans to

firms (M) and collects deposits from households (Md), with no intermediation

cost. We assume that loans to firms are the only asset of banks, the loan

rate of interest is equal to the deposit rate, the public does not hold cash,

and banks do not hold reserves. With this assumption, bank loans create a

corresponding increase in liability, i.e. deposits (M = Md). Thus money is

created endogenously through banks’ loan-making process.

Consumption is assumed to be a function of household income and wealth.

pC = ch[wL+ (1 − sf )(Π − rM) + rM ] + cq(vN +M) (2)

where C is real consumption and ch and cq household propensities to consume

out of income and wealth; w and L are the nominal wage rate and the number

of the employed; Π is gross profits, sf firms’ retention rate and thus (1−sf )(Π−
rM) dividend income. (2) can be normalized by the value of capital stock. We

investment and new issues of equity in firms’ finance constraint. Moreover, Dutt’s focus in

the paper is not on the implications of the analysis for Minsky’s theory.
4Investment may depend on other variables such as profitability (the profit share or rate),

interest rates, and retained earnings but the basic logic of the paradox of debt can be presented

in a simple specification like equation (1).
5In absence of inflation, the real interest rate coincides with the nominal interest rate.
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then have:
C

K
= ch[u− sf (πu− rm)] + cqq (3)

where

q =
vN +M

pK
= (1 + α)m

and

α =
vN

M

α is the ratio of stocks to deposit holdings, thus capturing household portfolio

decisions. The mechanism of a boom-bust cycle driven by endogenous changes in

α is important in Minskian story but the models that have been used to illustrate

the paradox of debt have placed little emphasis on this element. Therefore, we

assume that α is exogenous in our exposition of the paradox in this section.

The dynamic adjustment of α, however, will become an essential element in our

alternative framework in section 4.

Product market equilibrium requires

C

K
+

I

K
= u (4)

The Kaleckian literature posits that the utilization rate adjusts to establish

goods market equilibrium. Plugging (1) and (3) into (4) and solving for u, we

have:

u∗ =
γ0 + [chsfr + (cq + γq)(1 + α) − γm]m

1 − ch(1 − sfπ) − γu
≡ u(m) (5)

Kaleckian authors assume that the response of investment to variations of

utilization, even in the long run, is weaker than that of savings: 1−ch(1−sfπ) >

γu. Thus the goods market is assumed to be stable and Harrodian instability is

ruled out.6

Plugging (5) into (1), we can derive an expression for investment as a function

of m.

g∗ = γ0 + γuu(m) − γmm+ γq(1 + α)m ≡ g(m) (6)

The rate of profit net of interest paid is given by

πu∗ − rm = πu(m) − rm ≡ f(m) (7)

6 It is not always clear that Minsky adopted this position. Minsky often argues that the

source of instability lies primarily in the financial sector and without any disturbance from the

financial sector the real sector would be stable. It is less known, however, that Minsky believed

the interaction between the accelerator and the multiplier in the goods market would lead to

exploding trajectories under “plausible parameters” (Minsky (1995, p.83)). This perspective

is more in line with a Harrodian perspective.
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The effect of changes in the debt ratio on the utilization rate, the accumula-

tion rate and the net profit rate all depends on parameter values: an increase in

m may or may not increase effective demand. It will be shown that the paradox

of debt story requires γm to be sufficiently large so as to ensure that g′(m) < 0.

The trajectory of the debt ratio remains to be determined. By definition,

ṁ =
Ṁ

pK
− g∗m (8)

Since g∗ is given by (6), we only need to specify Ṁ
pK , i.e. how the stock of firms’

debt grows in this economy, in order to determine the trajectory of m.

2.2 Debt dynamics and the paradox of debt

Firms’ financial constraint is given by

Ṁ = pI − sf (Π − rM) − vṄ (9)

vṄ = ηpI (10)

(9) is simply an accounting identity that shows that firms’ investment spend-

ing is financed by three sources, borrowing, retained earnings and new issues

of equity. Assumptions regarding firms’ financial behavior, however, make the

interpretation of (9) rather special. (10) assumes that the amount of new eq-

uity issues is a fraction of investment. Most models assume that sf and η are

structurally determined – in a simple version, they are exogenous. Given this as-

sumption, (10) tells us that firms’ stock of debt adjusts to close the gap between

investment expenditure and the other sources of funds. An implicit assumption

behind this formulation is that banks fully accommodate firms’ request for new

loans at a given interest rate. We will discuss the implication of specification

(9)-(10) in more detail in section 3.

Plugging (10) into (9), dividing (9) by pK and using (6)-(8), we have:

ṁ = (1 −m− η)g(m) − sff(m) ≡ H(m) (11)

(11) determines the trajectory of firms’ liability structure. Since g(m) and

f(m) are linear in m, H(m) is quadratic. Assuming that η is small, H(m) has a

positive constant term, i.e. H(0) > 0. The dynamics of debt depends critically

on the behavior of accumulation in response to changes in the debt ratio.

If g′(m) > 0, the H(m) takes an inverted U-shape and there exists a unique

positive stationary point of m.7 The stationary point is globally stable.

7The coefficient of the quadratic term of H(m) is negative and the constant term is positive,

H(0) > 0. Therefore, H(m) = 0 has two real roots, one positive and the other negative.
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Figure 1: debt dynamics when g′(m) < 0

The paradox of debt arises if g′(m) < 0 and H(m) is U-shaped. In this case,

the negative effect of changes in the debt ratio on investment is particularly

strong (γm is large) and, under some conditions, the dynamic equation (11) has

two distinct stationary solutions for the debt ratio.8 Let the small stationary

point be mL and the large one mH . Figure 1 illustrates the dynamics of (11).

It is readily seen from Figure 1 that mL is stable but mH is unstable. The

paradox of debt is related to the dynamic behavior of m in the neighborhood of

mH .

Suppose that the economy has rested at mH but a negative shock to accu-

mulation – a fall in γ0, for instance – tightens firms’ budget constraint.9 This

will lead to an upward shift in the H(m) curve over the relevant range of m

(See Figure 2).

mm
H

m

0 m’
H

Figure 2: paradox of debt

8A proof of the existence of the solutions is available upon request.
9Firms’ budget constraint will be tightened if the initial debt ratio is sufficiently high.
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As a result, firms’ debt ratio will start to increase. Firms cut their investment

in response to the resulting increase in the debt ratio (g′(m) < 0). Retained

earnings fall due to the increase in the debt ratio. Would these induced changes

tighten firms’ budget constraint further? The answer will depend on whether

real accumulation (investment) or internal accumulation (the accumulation of

retained earnings) falls faster in response to rising indebtedness. If internal

accumulation falls faster than real accumulation, firms’ budget constraint will

be tighter as m increases.10 This is indeed the case at mH : the rise in the debt

ratio should decrease the amount of internal fund more quickly than the total

required amount of finance (investment). Therefore an initial increase in the

debt ratio calls for a further increase in the debt ratio. The debt ratio will be

ever-increasing, while firms continue to cut investment. The whole process may

be seen as a paradox because firms’ attempt to reduce indebtedness by cutting

investment is frustrated and instead results in ever-increasing debt ratios.

If a positive shock to investment relaxes firms’ budget constraint in the

neighborhood of mH , the debt ratio will start to fall and converge to mL. During

the transition, falling debt ratios will accompany rising investment as g′(m) < 0

is assumed. This is also a paradox, according to its proponents, because firms’

desire to increase the debt ratio ends up falling debt ratios.

2.3 Simple versions

Lavoie (1995) assumes that pure rentiers exist who rely exclusively on interest

income. Denoting renters’ propensity to save as sr, the growth of firm debt is

entirely determined by rentiers’ saving behavior.

Ṁ = srrM (12)

Putting (6), (8) and (12) together, the dynamics of firm’s indebtedness is given

by:

ṁ = [srr − g(m)]m (13)

Two steady state solutions exist:

mL = 0 and mH = m∗H (14)

10Using Steindl’s terminology, this is another way of saying that outside saving (debt accu-

mulation) falls slower than real accumulation falls. Thus Steindl referred to the phenomenon

now-known as the paradox of debt as “the instability due to inelastic outside saving.” (Steindl

(1952, pp.114-115)). Steindl made great effort to show why inelasticity of outside saving might

be empirically plausible (Steindl (1952, pp.116-118)) but his empirical analysis remains highly

preliminary.
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where g(m∗H) = srr. Assuming that r is sufficiently small, m∗H is positive and

unstable and mL is stable. It is the negative dependence of accumulation on the

debt ratio along with the constancy of the rate of credit expansion that makes

the steady state with a high debt ratio unstable.11

The baseline model in Hein (2007) is a special case of the model in section

2.1. Hein assumes that there is no saving from workers and there is no dividend

income (sf = 1). Pure rentiers save in the form of deposits, which is the only

means of household savings. The growth of firms’ debt is still determined by:

Ṁ = srrM (15)

Since pure rentiers hold only deposits and there is no other saver in this

case, there is no way how firms issue new equity to or buy back from households

(η = 0).12 Investment being equal to savings, we have:

Ṁ = pI − (Π − rM) (16)

which is equivalent to (9) if sf = 1 and η = 0.

In both Lavoie and Hein, the growth of firms’ stock of debt – the rate of

monetary growth – is constant at srr for all debt ratios. Due to the independence

of M̂ from m, the mechanism of the paradox of debt scenario is particularly

simple in these models: the negative effect of m on g is sufficient to generate

an unstable stationary point of m. Given that g′(m) < 0, the condition for the

paradox of debt – internal fund falls faster than investment as m increases – is

always implied by the constancy of M̂ .

3 Implications for Minsky’s financial instability

hypothesis

The paradox of debt has been often used to criticize Minsky’s financial instability

hypothesis. The behavior of the debt ratio around the unstable stationary point

exhibits countercyclicality: the debt ratio increases when the accumulation rate

falls and decreases when the accumulation rate rises. Several features of these

models are in sharp contrast to Minsky’s perspectives.

11Lavoie’s framework implicitly assumes that firms do issue new equities and shareholders’

savings absorb those equities. Thus the amount of new equity issues is determined endoge-

nously in the Lavoie model. This assumption along with no savings from workers ensures that

(12) is equivalent to (9).
12Firms may issue and acquire new equities to and from each other but they cross out each

other and net issues of equities to households should be zero.
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3.1 Debt, monetary expansion and asset prices

The post-Keynesian literature emphasizes the endogenous nature of money sup-

ply. In the model in section 2, firms’ borrowing leads to an increase in deposits

(= money). The endogenous creation of money is central in Minsky’s account of

financial instability. In particular, Minsky argues that endogenous monetary ex-

pansion created by an increase in firms’ indebtedness contributes to instability

in the upward direction. The connection between asset prices and firms’ in-

debtedness (monetary expansion) is crucial to understand this tendency toward

instability: an increase in firms’ indebtedness leads to monetary expansion; an

increase in liquidity stimulates asset prices which in turn raises aggregate de-

mand and firm profits; rising profitability tends to validate the initial increase

in indebtedness. The effect of asset prices on aggregate demand works primarily

through their effect on investment demand in Minsky’s story (two-price theory

of investment) but the mechanism can also work through consumption demand

(wealth effect).

We will consider this interaction between debt and asset prices in a Harro-

dian/Kaldorian framework in section 4, but the Kaleckian model in section 2.1

also incorporates some elements of such mechanism through which an increase

in the debt ratio positively affects aggregate demand: investment function (1)

includes Tobin’s q effect and consumption function (3) has wealth (=Tobin’s q)

as its determinant. Since q = (1 + α)m, an increase in m raises q for a given

α. This positive effect of m on q involves the adjustment of share prices: an

increase in firms’ debt will create the same amount of deposits and, if house-

holds desire to maintain a constant portfolio share, the demand for shares will

increase, pushing up stock prices.13 The increase in q will stimulate invest-

ment and consumption. In the paradox of debt scenario, however, such positive

demand effect of credit expansion (a rise in m) is outweighed by the strong

negative impact of debt on investment (high γm), leading to the negative net

effect of monetary expansion on accumulation.14

One may argue that our analysis simply reveals that the macroeconomic

effects of debt depend on the parameter values.15 Our point, however, is more

13Increases in α, a shift in the portfolio share toward stocks, will magnify this effect.
14From (6), g′(m) < 0 requires a sufficiently high γm. Ryoo and Skott (2008) questions the

plausibility of the parameter configurations that yield such contractionary effect of financial

expansion.
15Lavoie (1995) and Hein (2006, 2007) call the case where a rise in the real interest rate

reduces accumulation ‘the normal case’ and the opposite case ‘the puzzling case.’ The paradox

of debt holds in the normal case, not in the puzzling case. Their emphasis nonetheless appears

to lie in the ‘normal case.’
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than a truism. At the very least, it clarifies one important aspect of the paradox

of debt argument: the paradox of debt argument hinges on the framework where

asset prices and portfolio choices – crucial Minskian elements – do not play a

decisive role.16

Our discussion yields an interesting implication. In the story of the paradox

of debt, high indebtedness in the firm sector is a problem because it creates a

downward pressure on demand and accumulation. The paradox of debt argu-

ment implies that ‘deleveraging’ in the firm sector is nothing to worry about,

since it will stimulate capital accumulation. This feature constitutes a starkly

non-Minskian element in those models. In Minsky’s analysis, firms’ indebted-

ness is a problem because it has potential to create upward instability, which

turns out to be unsustainable in the end.

3.2 Modeling debt finance and margins of safety

The assumption regarding debt financing is also important in understanding

the paradox-of-debt argument. In section 2, banks are always ready to provide

firms with any amount of loans that are needed to close the gap between planned

investment and retained earnings plus new equity issue. Given the assumption

that sf and η are constant, firms’ budget constraint (11) determines the trajec-

tory of m.17 In this framework, banks play only a passive role in determining

firms’ liability structure.

This aspect rules out one of the most important elements of Minsky’s the-

ory: lending and borrowing decisions are based on margins of safety. Minsky

16Toporowski (2010), Bellofiore et al. (2010) and Passarella (2011) emphasize the impor-

tance of asset price inflation in understanding financial instability, while they remain critical

to Minsky’s view of the movement of indebtedness over the course of cycles based upon a

version of the paradox-of-debt argument. We maintain that Minskian debt dynamics cannot

be fully understood without reference to asset price dynamics.
17In his analysis of “instability due to inelastic outside saving, Steindl tried to extend his

analysis to the case where equity finance is endogenously determined. (Steindl (1952, pp.142-

147)) He argued that the amount of new issues of equity depends positively on the gap between

the marginal profit rate on real investment and the expected yield on shares. He concluded

“The instability due to inelastic outside saving,..., is therefore reinforced by the system of

joint stock finance” (ibid, p.142): if firms cut investment to reduce their debt, profits will fall,

which forces firms to use more debt and the lower profit rate will discourage firms from issuing

new shares; firms will need more debt finance. There are two issues in this argument, however.

First, Steindl’s argument assumes that the effect of an induced change in the expected yield

on shares on new equity issues is secondary, which may be true in the short-run but not in

the longer-run. Next, empirically, a corporate profit boom has been usually associated with

falling rate of issues of equity (increasing stock buybacks) in the U.S. economy for several

decades. (see Skott and Ryoo (2008) for evidence)
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believes that the relationship between firms’ profitability and contractual pay-

ment obligations is crucial in shaping lending and borrowing processes. Minsky

calls the ratio of firms’ gross profits to payment commitments ‘the fundamental

margin of safety.’ (Minsky (1982, p.74)). Minsky suggests that firms’ liability

structure, the debt-capital ratio (m), changes endogenously over time according

to the state of the fundamental margin of safety. More specifically,

The required margins of safety affect the acceptable financing plans

of investing units.... If recent experience is that outstanding debts

are easily serviced, then there will be a tendency to stretch debt

ratios; if recent experience includes episodes in which debt-servicing

has been a burden and representative units have not fulfilled debt

contracts, then acceptable debt ratios will decrease (Minsky (1986,

p.187)).

In the paradox-of-debt story, the trajectory of the debt ratio is determined

with no reference to the margin of safety. To see this, consider the case with

the exploding trajectory of the debt ratio: the debt ratio is ever-increasing

while the growth rate of capital and the rate of profit net of interest paid are

falling indefinitely. In this scenario, while firms’ ability to fulfill their payment

obligations based on their gross profits are deteriorating (i.e. ever-decreasing

margin of safety), banks continue to extend loans and allow the debt ratio to

keep rising. This is not the scenario consistent with Minsky’s perspective.18

The irrelevance of the margin of safety to the dynamics of debt and money

creation in the paradox of debt scenario can be best seen in the case where debt

accumulation is financed only by savings out of interest income, as in Lavoie

(1995) and Hein (2007). In this case, the growth of firm debt (and money) – M̂

– is always constant at srr. The saving propensity out of interest income and

the exogenous interest rate completely determines the growth rate of money and

debt. Margins of safety play no role in firms/banks’ financial decisions.

The argument in Toporowski (2008) and Bellofiore et al. (2010) is not free

from our criticism in this regard. Their argument on this issue involves disag-

gregating the firm sector. Suppose that the firm sector consists of consume-good

and capital good producing firms, called C-firms and I-firms, respectively. If the

C-firms raise debt to purchase capital goods from the I-firms, then the I-firms

experience an increase in sales and profits, which is reflected in an increase in

18The same point was made in Kim and Isaac (2010) where they extended a Kaleckian model

similar to Lavoie (1995) and Hein (2007) to incorporate consumer debt and acknowledged the

limitation of their model in light of Minsky’s perspective of debt dynamics.
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their deposits or cash reserves. Since the increase in indebtedness of the C-firms

are more or less offset by the decrease in net indebtedness of the I-firms (the

increase in deposits or cash reserves), there may be no increase in net indebt-

edness in the firm sector as a whole. The problem of this argument is that it

does not tell us what would happen to the trajectory of firms’ indebtedness in

the subsequent periods. The I-firms will find their profitability stronger and

their net interest payment obligation lower. Given this circumstance, from a

Minskian perspective, it is strange to assume the I-firms are content with their

current balance sheet position (i.e. their current liability structure) even though

their fundamental margin of safety has increased due to the increase in demand

and profitability. The problem of the paradox-of-debt argument in our formal

aggregative framework – the debt trajectory with no reference to margins of

safety – is simply reproduced in the I-sector in this scenario. What is needed

here is dynamic thinking and sound behavioral hypothesis. The Kaleckian profit

equation – the IS relation – itself does not tell us anything about how bankers

and firms will make decisions on their liability structure over time. Our discus-

sion also points to the importance of the time span relevant to firms/bankers’

decisions on the liability structure which we turn to now.

3.3 Short-business cycles or long swings?

It is worth noting that Minsky was well aware that firms might fail to align

their liability structure with the margins of safety temporarily. For instance,

during a recession low realized profits may force firms to rely more on debt

finance. (Minsky (1982, p.84)) But it seems that Minsky found no inconsistence

between this scenario and his financial instability hypothesis. For Minsky, such

a divergence of the actual debt ratio from the desired debt ratio is a prelude

to a financial crisis manifest in massive scale defaults, bankruptcy and banks’

increasing reluctance to provide new loans or to refinance existing loans. It

is the financial crisis that makes firms’ liability structure stand on a realistic

basis. The time span over which Minsky’s instability mechanism works itself

out seems to be much longer than that of its critics. In this respect, interpreting

Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis as an explanation of long waves rather

than short business cycles provides a useful perspective.19

Minsky argues that there exists a mechanism in a capitalist economy that

generates a ‘long swing’ and the mechanism behind this long swing is endogenous

changes in financial practices.

19See Minsky (1964, 1995), Ryoo (2010) and Palley (2011)
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the stable mechanism which has generated the long swings centers

around the cumulative changes in financial variables that take place

over the long-swing expansions and contractions (Minsky (1964,

p.324)).

Minsky explicitly distinguishes two types of cycles, ‘long waves’ and ‘minor

cycles,’ and interprets his financial instability hypothesis as a mechanism of

long swings.

the more severe depressions of history occur after a period of good

economic performance, with only minor cycles disturbing a generally

expanding economy (Minsky (1995, p.85)).

During this long expansion, an initially robust financial structure is transformed

to a fragile structure endogenously.

Our long waves interpretation of Minsky’s instability hypothesis20 has impor-

tant implications. Issues regarding pro- or counter- cyclicality of firms’ leverage

have often been discussed without referring to the relevant periodicity of cycles.

For instance, the debt dynamics (11) assumes that the debt ratio is determined

by the budget constraint as a residual for given sf and η.21 This specification

may be plausible in some short-run contexts (e.g. short-term financing for in-

ventory investment as in Godley and Lavoie (2007)),22 but the specification fails

to capture the idea of endogenous changes in financial practices which may take

place over a long period of time. Our long wave approach also has an implication

for some empirical studies that concern Minsky’s financial instability hypoth-

esis. Lavoie and Seccareccia (2001), for example, claimed that firms’ leverage

ratios were not procyclical for OECD countries for the period 1971-1995: for

some countries, firms’ leverage ratios were insensitive to the behavior of output

growth and for others, leverage ratios were inversely related to output growth.

Their analysis mainly concerns the behavior of firms’ debt/equity ratios over

short business cycles. Their econometric testing says little about the validity of

Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis as an explanation of long waves.23

20Minsky’s hypothesis involves cyclical dynamics but Minsky himself was not always clear

about the periodicity of cycles. For most of his analysis, Minsky consider endogenous changes

in financial behavior over both a short period (business cycles) and a longer period (long

swings) as Palley (2011) argues.
21Put it differently, debt finance is seen as a ‘buffer’ that closes any gap between investment

and other sources of finance.
22Even in the short-run, this specification (11) is not innocuous. The variation of the rate

of new equity issue, η, for example, has been substantial in the U.S. economy.
23There is also a data issue. Lavoie and Seccareccia used ‘debt/equity ratios’ to measure
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4 Alternative approach: Minskian long waves

This section presents an alternative model that integrates the long wave ap-

proach into a macroeconomic framework. The model in this section is different

from those in section 2 in several aspects. The model focuses on endogenous

changes in financial practices that take place over a long period of time. Our

model emphasizes the interaction between debt dynamics and portfolio dynam-

ics as a source of instability and cycles, whereas the models in the previous

section focus exclusively on pure debt dynamics. Firms’ debt structure changes

endogenously in response to changes in the profit-payment commitment relation

and household portfolio decisions are driven by changes in the rate of return on

equity in stock markets. In our model of long waves, we abstract from short-

run fluctuations in the profit rate and the rate of return on equity. We show

how this alternative framework can generate long waves which are distinguished

from short business cycles. Our approach here is similar to Ryoo (2010) but the

following model uses a different – more intuitively appealing – specification of

portfolio dynamics.

4.1 Long-run debt and portfolio dynamics

In our framework, the dynamics of firms’ debt-capital ratio and household port-

folio are determined by the long-term trend of the profit-interest ratio and the

rate of return on equity. More specifically, we consider the system of the follow-

ing three dynamic equations.

ṁ = τ

(
ρT

rm

)
, τ ′(·) > 0 (17)

α̇ = κ · [η(re) − α], η′(re) > 0 (18)

ṙe = λ · (ra − re) (19)

where ρT is the trend rate of profits; ra the rate of return on equity and and

re are the expected rate of return on equity, respectively; η(re) is the desired

stock-deposit ratio.

firms’ indebtedness but it is not clear whether the measure refers to the book-ratio or the

market-ratio. If both debt and equity in the measure are market values, an expansion – and

a stock market boom associated with it – is most likely to produce falling debt/equity ratios

due to a relatively high market value of equity. The (market) debt/equity ratio, in this case,

fails to capture firms’ indebtedness. Wolfson (1994, p.246) also discusses this issue briefly. In

a simple stock-flow consistent model where firms’ debts are household deposits and household

assets consist of only stocks and deposits, the debt/equity ratio is simply the inverse of the

share of stocks in household portfolio. A stock market boom will be associated with falling

debt-equity ratios.
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(17) incorporates Minsky’s assumption regarding how firms’ liability struc-

ture evolves.24 As discussed in section 3.2, the relation between firms’ profits

and payment obligations plays a fundamental role in Minskian debt dynamics.

ρT /(rm) in (17) represents the fundamental margin of safety. If ρT /(rm) is

high, firms are willing to raise their debt ratios and banks allow firms to do so.

If ρT /(rm) is low, ‘de-leveraging’ may happen and thus m falls. There will be a

critical level of the profit-interest ratio that makes the debt-capital ratio remain

constant.

Households adjust their portfolios according to (18). Households’ desired

portfolio share η(re) is positively related to the expected rate of return on eq-

uity (re): given an exogenous rate of interest on deposits (r), a higher expected

rate of return on equity justifies a higher weight of stocks in households’ port-

folio. However, the desired portfolio may not be immediately attained. The

adjustment of the actual portfolio share to the desired ratio may take time due

to conventional elements or inertia.

(19) assumes that households adapt their expectations on stock returns based

on their observations of the realized rate of return. This adaptive specification

is plausible to the extent that households’ expectations are subject to some

learning process under profound uncertainty in stock markets.25

4.2 Long-term profitability and stock returns

To obtain the trajectory of m, α and re from the dynamical system (17)-(19),

ρT and ra have to be determined. ρT and ra represents the long-term trend of

the profit rate and the rate of return on equity. The question is how to obtain

tractable measures of the long-term trend of firm’s profitability and the rate of

return on stocks.

Let us first consider how the rate of profit is determined. The profit rate is

determined in the goods market. Using the consumption function (3) and the

product market equilibrium condition (4), the profit rate ρ is given by

ρ ≡ πu =
g − (1 − ch)u+ chsfrm+ cq(1 + α)m

chsf
(20)

u and g exhibit substantial variations during a course of short cycles and

therefore the profit rate will fluctuate accordingly. These short-run variations

24Skott (1994) is an early study that formalizes the effect of the ratio of profitability to

payment commitment on financial fragility in a Kaldorian business cycle model. In the same

spirit, Ryoo (2010) uses (17) to study Minskian long waves.
25The portfolio dynamics based on (18) and (19) is used in Skott (2012b) to study inequality-

driven-financial instability.
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in the profit rate, however, can be isolated if we replace u and g in (20) by their

long-run average values. To simplify, let us take these long-run average values

of u and g as constant and denote them as ū and ḡ. We then define the trend

rate of profit ρT as

ρT ≡ ρT (m,α) =
ḡ − (1 − ch)ū+ chsfrm+ cq(1 + α)m

chsf
(21)

The trend profit rate is increasing in m and α. For a given α, an increase in

firms’ indebtedness (m) raises household deposit holdings which in turn increase

household wealth and income. For a given m, a shift in household portfolio

toward stocks raises stock market wealth. Thus the increase in m or α will

stimulate aggregate demand and this increase in demand will be reflected in an

increase in firms’ profitability.

The increase in firm’s indebtedness, however, has an impact on the relation

between profits and payment commitment. Minsky argues that the relation

between profitability and payment commitment will deteriorate as firms get

more indebted. In our framework, this means that the profit-interest ratio falls

as m increases.
∂ ρ

T (m,α)
rm

∂m
< 0 (22)

The rate of return on equity plays an important role in household portfolio

decisions. The rate of return on equity is defined as

ra =
Div + (v̂ − p̂)vN

vN
(23)

where (v̂ − p̂)vN represents (real) capital gains.

Nominal returns on shares consist of dividends and capital gains. They are

related to firms’ budget constraint (9). Adding v̇N to (9) and rearranging them,

we have:

Div + v̇N =
d(vN +M)

dt
+ Π − (pI + iM) (24)

(24) implies that the total returns on stocks (capital gains inclusive) must equal

the excess of the change in the market value of firms and gross profits over the

sum of investment expenditure and interest payment.

Using (23), (24) and the definition of α and m, we can rewrite the expression

for the rate of return on equity (where we explicitly use the trend rate of profit

and the average rate of accumulation).

ra =

[
α̇

α
+

(1 + α)(ṁ+mḡ)

αm

]
+
ρT (m,α) − ḡ − rm

αm
(25)
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Thus the rate of return on equity is determined by m, α, ṁ and α̇.

ra = ra(m,α, ṁ, α̇), raα̇ > 0 raṁ > 0 (26)

The positive impact of α̇ on ra has an important dynamic implication. The

positive effect of α̇ on ra, along with portfolio and expectation dynamics (18)

and (19), forms an expectations feedback system, a characteristic feature in a

speculative asset market. For instance, households’ expectations on capital gains

increase their desire to hold stocks. The increase in the demand for stocks creates

actual capital gains, thereby raising the actual rate of return. Initial optimistic

expectations are therefore reinforced. Self-fulfilling expectations, under some

conditions, can lead to a boom-bust cycle.

4.3 Minskian boom-bust cycles

Using (21) and (26), equations (17)-(19) become a recursive system. The system

has a stationary solution under plausible parameter values. More interestingly,

the system can produce a limit cycle around the stationary equilibrium. The

limit cycle arises as the stationary point becomes locally unstable if η′, κ and λ

are sufficiently large.26 Let us take a close look at this condition for instability.

High η′ means that optimistic expectations of capital gains (a rise in re) leads

to a significant increase in the desire to hold stocks. If κ is high, this increase in

the desired portfolio will translate into a large shift in the actual portfolio toward

stocks (equation 18). Thus stock prices increase substantially which generates

a large amount of capital gains. As a result, the rate of return on equity ra may

increase above what investors expected it to be (ra > re) and initial optimistic

beliefs will be reinforced (equation 19). If λ is high, the tendency toward a boom

will be sustained as a large increase in the expected rate of return (re) raises

the desired portfolio substantially; thus the self-stabilizing portfolio adjustment

mechanism built in (18) will be delayed as the desired portfolio ratio moves

ahead of the actual portfolio ratio for a while (i.e. η(re) > α).

In short, expectations on capital gains leads to increasing demand for stocks.

Rising demand for stocks pushes up stock prices and generates capital gains,

reinforcing initial optimism about stock markets.

Simulation results are illuminating to show the mechanism. During a boom

(downturn), the desired portfolio share is higher (lower) than the actual portfolio

share and therefore the share of stock holdings rises (falls) (see Figure 3). The

26A proof of this proposition which is available upon request is based on the Hopf bifurcation

theorem.
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Figure 3: actual and desired portfolio
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Figure 4: actual and expected rate of return on equity

increasing share of stock holdings during a boom is supported by the rate of

return on equity higher than expected (Figure 4).

A stock market boom affects firms/banks’ decision on the firm liability struc-

ture. The increase in stock market wealth raises household consumption and

aggregate demand. The rise in demand is absorbed by an increase in firms’

profitability. High profitability justifies a high debt ratio during an expansion.

As stock markets collapse, demand and profitability drops and firms/banks will

find high indebtedness unwarranted. A de-leveraging process will kick in.

The importance of the effect of the portfolio dynamics on the debt dynamics

is shown in some simulation results. Figure 5 shows how firms’ debt structure

interacts with the profit-interest ratio (the fundamental margin of safety). A

stock market boom (high α) maintains the margin of safety (ρT /(rm)) at high

18



levels. During this period, firms/banks stretch the debt ratio (m). Weak stock

markets (low α) are associated with low values of ρT /(rm), leading to falling

debt ratios (m). Note that if α is fixed, the cyclical behavior as in Figure 5

is impossible because our assumption (22) implies that m is always inversely

related to ρT /(rm).27

m
 
> 0

m
 
< 0

m
 
= 0

m

Ρ
T �HrmL

Figure 5: fundamental margin of safety and the debt-ratio

4.4 Long waves and short cycles

Our analysis of long waves has assumed that the long-run average rates of uti-

lization and accumulation, ū and ḡ, are constant. This assumption is not as

restrictive as it seems. For instance, in an economy where growth is constrained

by labor supply, Harrodian investment behavior combined with Marxian reserve

army effect can generate the short-run fluctuations of the actual rates of uti-

lization and accumulation around a structurally determined desired utilization

rate (u∗) and the natural rate of growth (n), respectively.28 ū and ḡ, in this

27In other words, northeastward and southwestward movements are impossible in Figure 5.
28Such a mechanism and its empirical plausibility have been advocated by Skott (1989,

2010, 2012a) and Skott and Zipperer (2010) in great detail. Ryoo (2010) showed how the

Kaldorian mechanism of short business cycles can be combined with Minskian long waves in

a stock-flow consistent framework. The combination of unstable goods market dynamics and

stabilizing labor market dynamics is not foreign to Minsky. Minsky’s early studies (Minsky,

1957, 1959, 1965) that are based on the multiplier-accelerator model take for granted a param-

eter configuration that produces an exploding trajectory – due to the strong accelerator – and

the scarcity of labor supply, along with inelastic finance or capacity constraint, is considered

as one of the factors constraining the exploding trajectory. This perspective reappears in his

later work as well (Minsky, 1995).
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context, may well be approximated by u∗ and n.29

Our analysis of long waves, however, does not require constant ū and ḡ. The

long-term averages may be formed in an adaptive manner and change over time.

For instance, ū and ḡ may follow a simple averaging process:

˙̄u = ν1(u− ū) (27)

˙̄g = ν2(g − ḡ) (28)

As long as ν1 and ν2 are small, substantial short-run fluctuations in u and g

generate sufficiently smooth trajectories of ū and ḡ. Thus, long-term profitabil-

ity and long-term rates of return on equity will be well-defined based on ū and

ḡ.30

4.5 Equity finance

In section 2, firms’ debt structure changes according to the budget constraint

(11) for given sf and η. In our model of Minskian long waves, firms’ debt struc-

ture changes endogenously according to the margin of safety, i.e. ρT /(rm): the

debt dynamics (17) replaces the role of (11). Our model retains the exogeneity

of sf but the ratio of equity issue (η) adjusts endogenously to satisfy the budget

constraint.31 Using (9) and (10), we have:

η =
(1 −m)ḡ − ṁ− sf (ρT − rm)

ḡ
(29)

The trajectory of η is determined as the variables on the right-hand side of (29)

are fully determined by the system (17)-(19). (29) points to the possibility that

an expansionary phase in long waves is associated with falling equity issues.

The logic is simple: during a boom, firms’ profitability rises and debt finance

increases; the relaxation of firms’ budget constraint allows them to reduce new

equity issues or to repurchase existing stocks (stock buybacks).32 This feature

29Both u∗ and n may vary due to some endogenous forces but their variations will be

moderate compared to the actual utilization and accumulation rates. Therefore, the perceived

long-term average values of u and g exhibit moderate variations, thus serving as a basis of

long-term financial decisions.
30Under these specifications, the system of long waves will be affected by the system of

short cycles as u and g enters the formation of ū and ḡ.
31Changes in both sf and η have been part of stylized facts in the U.S. economy. sf can

also be endogenized. Ryoo (2010, p.167, note.12) briefly discusses an alternative specification

of firms’ retention policy.
32Firms’ budget constraint in our model does not include various financial assets firms may

wish to hold. In practice, firms may want to use the increasing fund during an expansion to

purchase those financial assets. Increasing financial investments by non-financial corporations

have been highlighted in the recent literature on financialization.
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of our model receives empirical support: increasing stock buybacks have been a

salient feature of the U.S. economy since the early 1980s.33

5 Conclusions

Not surprisingly, one can derive some non-Minskian results from non-Minskian

assumptions. The paradox of debt is such a theoretical exercise. We have seen

that the formal framework the exercise rests on is very different from Minsky’s.

There is no doubt that Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis needs to

be closely examined and the logic must be checked. Modeling exercises are

valuable since the logic underlying Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis is

intricate (and not always clear): the formal analyses can clarify the assumptions

and mechanisms. There can be several approaches to modeling macroeconomic

dynamics. A version of Kalackian framework in section 2 is only one exam-

ple. Besides the aspects we highlighted in section 3, the Kaleckian framework

assumes a constant markup with the instantaneous adjustment of output to

clear the goods market; the Kaleckian investment specification rules out the

possibility of Harrodian instability; labor supply is perfectly elastic and does

not constrain the growth process. Given these assumptions, the principle of

effective demand comes in a particular form in the Kaleckian model. However,

key insights of Minsky’s theory of financial instability can be – and have been

– formalized in a different macroeconomic framework. We have presented an

approach that emphasizes the interaction between debt and portfolio dynamics

over a long period of time in section 4. Our alternative approach is different

from the Kaleckian approach in several aspects but effective demand still plays

an important role in the model of long waves. Given the alternative macroeco-

nomic frameworks, the real issue is the plausibility of various specifications of

behavioral/structural relations.
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